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Megasequences
and the floating
forest hypothesis:
part 1
Dr Timothy L. Clarey’s perspective 1
on critiquing the floating forest
hypothesis by using his proposed
version of how megasequences were
created by super tsunamis should be
examined critically. Clarey accepts the
names of the megasequences on the
North American continent as given by
Sloss.2 He also accepts the stratigraphic
boundaries and erosional nature of
them as related by Sloss.3 He uses a
diagram on how the sea level relates
to the six megasequences that is a
bowdlerized version of the isomorphic
one Sloss developed.3 In so doing, he
should consider the following.
Sloss’s diagram has at least 55
regressional episodes on it represent
ing the six megasequences. (At least
13 of these are in the Sauk mega
sequence.) This is simply a recording
of empirical data. Sloss also mentions
regression explicitly at least 31
times in his article, with many more
implied references. He repeatedly
has statements concerning regression
like the following one referring to the
base of the Tippecanoe, which he says
was “interrupted by numerous partial
regressions”; or the one concerning
the base of the Absaroka where he
points out “there is every evidence
of numerous transgressive episodes
separated by regression and erosion
to form a complex of intraregional
and intrasequence unconformities”.
How then can Clarey continue to
assert there were six major tsunamis
which swept over the Transcontinental
Arch (his Dinosaur Peninsula)? 4 Due
to quantitative considerations and
physics, these imagined super tsunamis
are already questionable. Did these
tsunamis have multiple episodes of
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reversals in them as they swept over
the continents, or does Clarey have
his own set of field data that differs
from the well-accepted ones used by
Sloss? Are we to accept the handdrawn smoothed curves of sea level as
used by Clarey as representing reality?5
Does Clarey accept paraconformities
as erosional surfaces despite the
overwhelming evidence to the
contrary? 6
Regarding boundaries of megase
quences, Clarey accepts the boundary
between the Kaskaskia and Absaroka
megasequences as being near the
middle of the Pennsylvanian (or
Upper Carboniferous).3 This is simply
preposterous from a catastrophic point
of view, but not from a uniformitarian
one. Did the mechanism for the
deposition of these coal beds have a
hiatus in the middle of the cyclothemic
deposition of them? Where is the field
evidence for this?
Clarey’s conjecture of Lycopod
trees likely fringing the “land/sea
boundary along the outer edges of
the peninsula”,7 that is his Dinosaur
Peninsula, needs to be quantitatively
evaluated. With the Moscow and
Michigan coal basins both exhibiting
over 230 layers in them, one might
reasonably believe this is something
of a universal number for the Northern
Hemisphere. If this be so, then any
rational estimate of the extent of
Clarey’s fringing lycopod forest can
only explain a small fraction—not
of the whole Carboniferous deposits
in the United States—but of 1% of
them! Also, although the idea of a
continent-fringing forest, first proposed
by the evolutionist Kuntze,8 might be
considered a logical way to account for
the volume of coal in Carboniferous
layers if long ages are assumed, there
is absolutely no field evidence to
suggest this.9 Regarding the hundreds
of Carboniferous layers in coal
measures or cyclothems, how many
does Clarey believe have relic soils and
what does this do to his catastrophic
perspective?10

The excellent and extensive
chemical analyses performed by
Kuntze unequivocally point to a
marine environment for the Carbon
iferous coals.8 This is pinpointed
more precisely by Woolley,11 and is
confirmed by such abundant fossil
evidence as the millions and millions
of Spirorbis fossils found at the former
town site of Linton, Ohio. These and
numerous other facts presented by the
aforementioned authors (a review of
which is beyond the word limitation
of this letter) and Dr Joachim Scheven
certainly make Clarey’s evidencedeficient and qualitative conjectures
untenable and have not been addressed
by him.
Barry Lee Woolley
Blanding, UT
UNITED STATES of AMERICA
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